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June 12, 2012 
 
President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington DC, 20500 
 
Dear President Obama, 
 
On May 8th, Kairi Shepherd, an Indian adoptee who has advanced multiple sclerosis, was issued 
what in effect was her death sentence: deportation to India -- a country she has not seen or 
known since she was adopted at 3 months old -- and consequent separation from her family and 
doctors. Her crimes were check fraud related to a drug habit for which she has served her time, 
but her punishment did not end there. Why? Under the Child Citizenship Act (CCA), Kairi is 
ineligible for automatic citizenship because she turned 18 before February 27, 2001. Her mother, 
Erlene, died of breast cancer before she could submit her daughter’s child naturalization 
application. 
 
Mr. President, how can America break up families like Kairi’s and others on account of the 
CCA’s age limit? Does love have an expiration date? As adoptee community leaders and allies, 
we write to express our great concern about the inhumanity of Kairi’s situation and to request the 
immediate withdrawal of her immigration charges and those of other adult adoptees who are 
detained and facing possible removal. 
 
Presently, we are aware of 40 cases of deported or detained adult adoptees as reported in the 
media and to overseas post-adoption service NGOs. All 40 cases involve non-violent offenses 
and consist mostly of controlled substance use. They provide a chilling snapshot: deported 
adoptees have ended up homeless, unemployed, sick, starving, unable to access vital care, 
without family or community, and even murdered. If Kairi is removed to India -- a country 
whose language and culture she doesn’t know, where she can’t get her medicine, and where her 
chances of work are slim because of her MS -- she will die. We know of one adoptee who has 
already died: Joao Herbert’s body was found in the slums of Campinas, north of Sao Paulo, four 
years after his deportation. 
 
America leads the world in numbers of orphaned children received who become their adoptive 
parents’ legally recognized children and heirs. The vast majority were transported to the U.S. as 
infants or toddlers and arrived home through post-1953 agency-sponsored programs or were 
airlifted out via military humanitarian operations such as Babylift from South Vietnam and Peter 
Pan from Cuba. America’s longstanding recognition of the special plight of orphans has also led 
to the removal of policies that slowed down or acted as barriers to intercountry adoptions out of 
the belief that expedient placement in loving homes is in children’s best interests. Through no 
fault of their own, not all of these adopted children became citizens under pre-CCA guidelines, 
or their adoptions were disrupted and they “fell through the cracks.” 
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As adult adoptees and allies, we cannot forget these members of our community. America’s 
deportation of adult adoptees and consequent permanent separations from their families 
invalidate its most fundamental promises to them -- a forever home and family. 
 
As Secretary of State Hillary Clinton testified before a March Senate hearing, intercountry 
adoption continues to be an important part of your administration’s commitment to vulnerable 
children. Since 2008, the Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption has guided America’s 
commitment and obligated it per Article 18 to ensure that an adopted child resides permanently 
in the receiving state. Adoption policy both past and present affects children for their entire lives. 
An unnaturalized adopted person whose right to remain home was not safeguarded as a child 
grows up to become an adult vulnerable to deportation. 
 
As former Congressman Bill Delahunt said to Congress during his remarks urging the 
naturalization of adult adoptees as part of an earlier version of the CCA: “The terrible price these 
young people and their families have paid is out of proportion to their misdeeds. Whatever they 
did, they should be treated like any other American kid. They are our children, and we are 
responsible for them.” 
 
Mr. President, adopted persons are America’s children. Deporting them is needlessly cruel. We 
ask you to protect the estimated thousands of adult adoptees who lack citizenship due to this 
procedural oversight. Please call on Congress to naturalize all adoptees in order to reunite them 
with their families and to bring them home to America. Please direct Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement to rescind the deportation order and to keep Kairi and other adoptees who are 
facing removal home. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Kate Mee-Hee Sands    
President   
Adopsource  
 

Jennifer Kwon Dobbs 
Bert Ballard 
Co-Directors 
Adoptee Rights and Equality 
 

Organizations: 
 

 

Adopted Vietnamese International 
 

Adoption Mosaic 
 

Adoptions of Indiana 
 

Against Child Trafficking 
 

Congressional Coalition on Adoption 
Institute 
 

EMK Press 
 

Ethica Evan B. Donaldson Institute 
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Joint Council on International Children’s 
Services 
 

Korean American Adoptee Adoptive 
Family Network 
 

Korean Focus Pan-Asian Voices for Equity - Minnesota 
  
Parents for Ethical Adoption Reform Helping Adoptees Lead Together 
  
Holt International Lutheran Social Services of New England 
  
Mixed Roots Foundation National Council For Adoption 
  
United Adoptees International 
 

Welcome House Adoption Program of 
Pearl S. Buck International, Inc. 
 

Individuals:  
  
Bert Ballard 
Assistant Professor, Communication 
Pepperdine University 
 

Tony Bunn 
Advocate 
New Jersey Coalition for Adoption Reform 
and Education 
 

Grace M. Cho 
Associate Professor, Sociology 
City University of New York 
 

Kelly Condit-Shrestha 
Ph.D. Candidate, Department of History 
University of Minnesota 
 

Stephanie Kripa Cooper-Lewter, Ph.D. 
Executive Founding Member and Vice 
President 
Desi Adoptees United 
 

Susan Cox 
Vice President of Public Policy & External 
Affairs 
Holt International 
 

Astrid Dabbeni 
Executive Director 
Adoption Mosaic 
 

Sara Docan-Morgan 
Assistant Professor, Communication 
University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse 
 

Shannon Gibney 
Adopted and Fostered Adults of the 
African Diaspora 
 

Tobias Hübinette 
Reader at Södertörn University, Sweden 
 

Michelle Johnson 
Adopted and Fostered Adults of the 
African Diaspora 
 

Eleana Kim 
Assistant Professor, Anthropology 
University of Rochester 
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Oh Myo Kim 
Doctoral Candidate, Psychology 
University of Minnesota 
 

Carrie Kitze 
President 
EMK Press 
 

Jennifer Kwon Dobbs 
Assistant Professor of English 
Director, American Racial & Multicultural 
Studies 
St. Olaf College 
 

James Kyung-Jin Lee  
Associate Professor 
Chair, Asian American Studies 
University of California, Irvine 
 

Leland P. Morrill 
Enrolled Tribal Member of the Navajo 
Nation and an Adopted Native American 
affected and seeking to amend The Real ID 
Act of 2005 for undocumented 
International and Native American 
Adoptees 
 

Kit Myers 
Doctoral Candidate, Ethnic Studies 
University of California – San Diego 
 

Sarah Park 
Assistant Professor, Library and 
Information Science 
St. Catherine University  

Eli Park Sorenson 
Assistant Professor, Liberal Studies 
Seoul National University 
 

  
Nicole Schildkraut, Ph.D. 
Literature and Creative Writing 
University of Southern California 
 

David Smolin 
Harwell G. Davis Professor of 
Constitutional Law, and Director, Center 
for Biotechnology, Law, and Ethics, at 
Cumberland Law School, Samford 
University 
 

Kim Stoker 
Representative 
Adoptee Solidarity Korea 
 

Marianne Tassone, J.D. 
Boston University 
 

Ji-Yeon Yuh 
Associate Professor, History 
Northwestern University 
 

Sun Yung Shin 
Author 
 

Pam Hasegawa 
Spokesperson 
New Jersey Coalition for Adoption Reform 
and Education 
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cc: Senator John Kerry 
 Senator Mary Landrieu 
 Senator Amy Klobuchar 
 Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 

Secretary of Homeland Security Janet Napolitano 
Director Beth Payne, Office of Children’s Issues 
Director John Morton, Immigrations and Customs Enforcement 
 

Enclosure: Additional Statements and Addendum 
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MIXED ROOTS FOUNDATION ENDORSEMENT STATEMENT 
 
As the first and only national / global multicultural foundation for adoptees and their families 
and led by a board of directors whom are all adopted that represent the international, domestic, 
and foster adoption experience, the Mixed Roots Foundation would like to endorse the letter to 
support the stopping of the potential act of deportation of our fellow adoptees. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Board of Directors 
Mixed Roots Foundation 
 
 
 
DAVID SMOLIN ENDORSEMENT STATEMENT 
 
I entirely and strongly support this effort to "naturalize all adoptees," bring the ones who have 
been deported back to the United States, and to "rescind the deportation order" regarding Kairi 
Shepherd and keep her and all adoptees facing deportation in the United States.  Whatever 
crimes these adoptees may have committed should be dealt with through the normal criminal 
processes, and they should be treated like other Americans, as this is the obligation which the 
United States has as the receiving nation of the children who were brought here for intercountry 
adoption.   
 
I disagree with the rhetoric of this letter insofar as it may imply that current U.S. policy toward 
intercountry adoption is correct. I also disagree with the implication that laws and regulations 
pertaining to intercountry adoption are needless barriers or that intercountry adoption is the best 
solution for the plight of orphans.  I recognize that in this rhetoric the authors themselves may 
merely intend to point out the inconsistency between deporting adoptees as non-citizens and 
other aspects of United States policy, which is a fair and relevant point. 
 
Respecfully, 
 
David Smolin. Dr. Smolin is the Harwell G. Davis Professor of Constitutional Law, and Director, 
Center for Biotechnology, Law, and Ethics, at Cumberland Law School, Samford University. 


